Company profile:

The weil group represents market and technology leading enterprises in the field of sheet metal working, especially in the areas of metal forming and joining techniques. This involves production lines for short tubes and modular solutions for laser welding applications (modular multi-axis welding machines), presses, punching systems and tools as well as machines for capacitor discharge welding and automation systems.

The range of application, which until now has mainly included tube-shaped geometries, can now be extended to other geometrical shapes and with this, to new fields of application, through the integration of press techniques.

Manufacturing- / delivery programme:

Flexible production centers for manufacturing: tubes and pipelines

- weil engineering provides a range of production lines for short tubes with diameters between 20 and 1000 mm and lengths of 35 to 2000 mm
- Roll forming and welding machines
- Tube production machines and centers
- jig manufacturing
- robotics
- moulding press technology
- the weil group is able to provide comprehensive and economic solutions in the fields of punching, metal forming, welding and automation.